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Charging of spacecraft surfaces by the environmental plasma can result in
i_ differential potentials between+metallic structure and adjacent dielectric
++_ surfaces in which the relative polarity of the voltage stress is either
_-_ negative dielectric/positive metal or negative metal/positive dielectric. The
_:,-_, first stress polarity, negative dielectric/positive metal, has been studied
_.._ extensively in prior work in which dielectric targets were bombarded with

!-_ electrons. The second polarity, negative metal/positive dielectric, has not
_ had much research attention, although this stress condition may arise if

relatively large areas of spacecraft sUrface metals are shadowed from solar UV..........................................
:_ ; and/or if the UV intensity is reduced as in the situation in which the

spacecraft is entering into or leaving eclipse. In this paper we present
results of experimental studies of negative metal/positive dielectric systems.

NASCAP charging analyses and SCATHA data have shown that differential
stresses greater than 3-6 kV of ei1_herpolarity are not easily generated On
spacecraft exposed to the geosynchronous orbit environment. Measurements by
many workers have shown that negative dielectric/positive metal electrostatic
discharge (ESD) thresholds are in the 10-20 kV range. Negative metal/positive "-
dielectric discharge thresholds are in the 1-3 kV range, and are therefore
much more likely to be the source of in-orbit electromagnetic interference
(EMI). Prior studies (i, 2, 3) have identified this more viable arc discharge
mode in a qualitative sense. Figure 1 illustrates some of the features of the
phenomena associated with the negative metal/positive dielectric
configuration. Figure 1 is a strip chart record obtained with a solar cell
test sample biaseO negatively by a pot,ersupply through a i0 kilomegohm series
resistor. The positive dielectric (cover glass) potential is generated by
photoemission induced by UV irradiation. The setup is shown in Figure 2. The
voltage-divided substrate voltage, _, provides the input for the strip chart
recorder. With th_.bias voltage applied, turning on the UV reduces the
subStrate voltage by the normal phcboemission current IR drop, i.e., the

sample voltage Vs drops from 7.1 kilovolts to 6.9 kilovolts. Shortly after
the lamps are turned on arc discharges, blowoff of electrons, are seen as
momentary pulses raising the substrate voltage towards zero volts. About a

i minute later the substrate voltage settles below -I kV, a steady-state
+ condition of enhanced electron emission. The noisiness Of the enhanced
1

emission current should be noted. At 7.32 minutes the UV lamps are turned
off, but the enhanced electron emission (e3) continues. This condition may
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_' continue for tens of minutes or may abruptly or gradually "wear out" and i
return to a normal photoemlsslon_level wl.ththe UV lamps on, and only arc
discharge, or may ?ever-tto the e3 state. The phenomena associated with the
negative metal/positive dlelectrlo configuration_an_summarlze_+below:-

....._ o Arc discharges at low voltages (1-3 kV_

o Enchanted electron emission (e3)

o Corona_llke_noise associated with e3

._ Figure 3 shows the surface and structure potentials relative to the far

....._ plasma calculated as a function-of the solar UV intensity for a three-axis ,
stabilized spacecraft. In full sunlight, sunlAt dielectric surfaces as well

_!i as structure are afew volts positive, mainly because of the predominance of

_i_ photoemission currents over++theincident negative currents due to the substorm_. electrons.- Dark dielectric surfaces, surfaces shadowed by other parts of the "

c,_+_ spacecraft, are 2-3 kV negative because these surfaces are not
:_i photoemitting. As the U_ intensity is decreased, the structure potential
Y_ : drops towards -3 kV first because its exposed surfaces are both sunlit and
_m+_ shadowed. The sunlit dielectric surfaces eventually also drop to -3 kV at
_+_+-.+ about 20% of full sunlight. At zero UV iatensity, complete eclipse, all _

_! potentials are nearly equal at about -3 kV. 1

_ Figure 4 shows the differential voltages relative to structure computed
_A -_ from the data for Figure 3. The positive dielectric voltages, the sunlit
_i surfaces, peak at about plus 2.8 kV at about 20% of full sunlight, a
=+_-_. photoemission current density, Juv, of above 0.5 na/cm2. This, then, is the
=_ regime in which the low voltage reverse_ polarity arc discharges may be

expected to occur most readily_ Figure 5, from the paper by H. C. Koons (4),
shows arc discharges observed on the P78-2 (SCATHA) satellite as it goes into '

_ and out of eclipse during a substorm....

Arc discharge blowoff current magnitudes and those of the associated
_ replacement currents depend on the capacitance of the spacecraft to space.
_ This capacitance to space is directly proportional to the linear dimensions of , .... !

the spacecraft, and hence the hazard due to blowoff will increase as
spacecraft become large_ in future designs. Structural replacement currents
are collected over all spacecraft surfaces and flow back towards the arcing

_:_+ source_ They become more and more •concentratednear the source, but the
_ possibility exists for coupling unwanted _I into victim circuits remote from

the source. The flashover component of a positive dielectric discharge
_ increases with the source dimension, but its effects are confined to localized

electrostatic and magnetic coupling. The peak voltage associated with these
discharges was found to be that of the negative metal potential prior to the
discharge, a positive-going step in 0.5 to 1.5 microseconds. The recovery
time to re-adjust to the original negative potential was the RC recharge time
constant, on the order of a fraction of a millisecond.

Another facet of the _I generated by the negative metal/positive
dielectric configuration arises if it results in the enhanced steady-state
corona-llke electron emission condition. The emission currents exhibit an

impulsive noise characteristic which increases in amplitude and frequency of
occurrence With the level of emission current. We interpret this noise
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!-';_' characteristic as being due to the burn-up of localized sharply pointed hlgh....

_:_i__ field emission sources. Peak noise voltages of 1.5 kV and currents of
!_i_i_ 4 microamps have been observed on a Stri_ chart recorder (0-I0 Hz
_ bandwidth). Ona wide band oscilloscope the a_plltude and rlsctimes may

_,! approach those of the Indlvidualdischarges discussed earlier-.

F _ ,,.

i;_:_ , Te_t were perfo_ed in a 2' x 4' vacuum chamber at pressures between 10-5
and i0-u T_rr. Negative sample substrate potentials were obtained with a high

_ voltage power supply, and the more positive but still negative dielectric
_. surface potentials were obtained by irradiation with mercury UV lamps. The
_! test setup for EMI characterization iS shown in Figure 6. Earlier tests by
_',_, Inouye and Sellen (I) applied the negative bias with an electron beam from a
_ gun located at the opposite end_of the vacuum chamber to more nearly simulate

i:i_i_ the In-orblt situation. The adjustable (0 to 20 kV) power supply with
_ selectable series resistor, BI (80 Meg to i0 kMeg), provides a more easily
!: controlled and defined source of negative bias._

_ _[

_i- The 25 kMeg - 1 Meg resistive divider tied to the point between RI and ':
the sample performs two important functions. First, it proVideS a convenient

!oi_i._ meaSure of sample voltage, and because of the IR I voltage drop, the sample

! _ emission current. The strip chart record of Figure I was obta_ne_ at this
o_,_ test point. Even more important, the 25 kMeg, in parallel with R I, isolates

the sample from the vacuum system ground and allows the sample potential to

i _! more nearly simulate equilibvatlon as it would occur in orbit. Short duration
L_ arc discharge v_Itage swings and associated currents will also be more closely
ii_ simul_ted than in test configurations in which low impedance (power supply

outpu_ impedances, 50 ohm cable terminations) were used_-

_<_ The strip chart record provides a low frequency (O-I0 Hz) measure of the
._ sample voltage and current which is fine as an indication of equilibration

:; currents, but is only a qualitative measure of the total electromagnetic
_: interference (EMI) situation_ The additional circuitry shown in Figure 6

provides the necessary diagnostics to define the higher frequency EMI
_i:_" components. The test sample is further isolated with a 15 Meg resistor, and

CIlC2 is a capacitive voltage divider, Just outside the vacuum chamber, which
_? provides a measure of sample voltage. The 1 ohm resistor at the bottom of C2

provides a direct measure of the sample current. C1, 25 pf to 0.I _f,
represents the spacecraft capacitance to space. These two capacitance values,

• _ for a spherical spacecraft, represent spacecraft radii of 0.5 m and 1 km
respectively, and will be demonstrated that the spacecraft dimension has aL

critical effect on the character of arc discharges.

_L'. The sample voltages and currents measured by Ci, C2 and the 1 ohm
resistor and the strip chart record provide a measure only of emitted or
blowout currents. Another component, the flashover Currents which flow from

• the front of the dielectric directly to the substrate, cannot be detected at
.... the 1 ohm resistor. That this component exists and that a uniform wipeoff of

the initial charge occurs has been demonstrated by scanning the dielectric

_ surface potential with an electrostatic voltage probe (not shown in Figure 6)
• before and after a discharge. A loop antenna with its axis p_rallel to the
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plane of the dielectric has been installed to attempt to obtain a measure of
• the flashover currents. Since the _irectio_ of surface current flow is

random, only a-qualitative ind_catlon is to beexpected. The blowout
" component may alsc_couple _aEnetlC flux into this horizontal loop. Xts time

history, however, is known fro:the 1 ohm r_.slstor,and therefore the loop may
previde da_aonthe-S1ashover_component.

Two stainless steel wire meshes_re located in front of the test sample
between the sample and the UV lamps. They have a transparency of 80 to 90

: _ percent and hence dO not materially affect the UV intensity at the sample.
Thes,_meshes were installed to detect separately the electrons and the-

= positive ion components of the blowoff current. The first grid is grounded
._, through 50 ohms, and the second is biased negatively, after filtering, from

the _ower supply. The first grid at ground potential is necessary to permit
photoelectrons to leave the dielectric surface, thus biasing that surface
positlvely relative to the metallic substrata.

TEST RESULTS

-; The majority of test samples in the tests i.eportedhere were solar cells
..... mounted in the configuration shown in Figure 7. Table 1 lists the eight

_::'; various combinations of coverglass material, interconnect type and insulation
_7 (or not) from the aluminum substrate. Samples 9 and lOw ere duplicates of
_ Sample 1 and 2. One objective of the tests was to determine which type of

sample exhibited enhanced electron emission and which did not. Only a few
:_ samples exhibited e3, and not all arc dlscharged.- Table 2 summarizes the

results.

The following results on detailed EMI characteristics were obtained on a
solar cell sample with the normal interconnects, fused silica coverglass and

" Kapton _nsulation, Sample No. 1 on Table i. Figure 8 is a plot of the steady-
: state e3 current versus sample voltage, It shows that e3 currents become

significant above 200 volts and increase monotonically with increasing sample
voltage. Figure 9 is a plot of peak noise currents as seen on the strip chart ....
record (0-I0 Hz) as a function of the dce 3 current. Peak noise voltages of
1.5 kV and 4 mieroamperes in amplitude have been observed. On a wideband
oscilloscope these peaks can b_ as high as the individual arc discharges which
are discussed next. The main point here is that the steady-state e_ condition
is best described as being corona-llke and is very noisy. One other important
aspect of enhanced electron emission is its very localized nature. By
covering successively smaller halves of the test sample surface with 5 mil
Kapton, nearly the entire emlsson current was found to be emitted from less
than 1/128 of the total sample area. This small exposed area, of course,
included some metal and some dielectric. Thus, e_ currents are emitted from a
extremely localized Source, and should not be considered as a per unit area
phenomenon such as the charging process.

Arc discharges due to negative metal-positlve dielectric charges were
investigated at the diagnostic points shown in Figure 6 using a wideband
oscilloscope and Polaroid Camera. Most of the oscilloscope waveform records

, were taken with CI equal to i00 pf (a 1 meter radius spacecraft), and C2 equal
to .05 _f, a 500_I voltage division ratio. Figure lOa is the substrate
voltage waveform showing a rise from the predlschar6_ potential (-3 kV) to
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zero volts in about 1.2 us. The voltage falls back to the predlscharEe level
_:,. in about 5 ps, a. time defined by the spacecraft capacitance and the cha_geup
_': current defined by the series resisto_, R1, in our test setup. Figure lob is

_! ._ the rate-of-change of current as measured by the loop antenna. Figure lOo is
the substrate voltage when Ci i_made to be 0°1 _f and C2 is replaced, with a

_ 50 ohm.resistor. The voltage risetime iv 6 _s, and the totaLpulsewidth is
about 20 _s. Figure lOd is the_voltage waveform at the first grid or mesh in

_i_.-' front of the test sample, with C1 equal to 100 p£. The mesh is collecting
_" blowoff electrons most of the time except fo_ a positive pip at the end due to

._- ions. Figure lOe is the same mesh current when CI is 25 pf. The Collected
=!i:_ current is ionic for most of the time except for a short electronic pip at the

_; beginning. For values of C I greater than I00 pf, the waveform is always
_ negative. Figure lOf is the Waveform at the second grid when it is biased

negatively. Positive ions are collected after the first microsecond with a
::!i:, risetime of about 6 _s. The ionic current pulse lasts for about 6ms. These

:_ waveforms demonstrate that the discharges are not purely electronic, but that
,:: ions are intimately involved in the discharge process.

::_:_:_ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

"':i_ The test results reported here characterizing the EMI generated by

_..._ negative metal/positive dielectric voltage stresses are not all-encompassing
':_:,_ nor complete. However_ important data has been obtained=

:_:_ o Enchanced electron emissiov-I-V curves

_: o e3 _orona noise vs e3 steady-state current

_ o Localized nature of e3 and negative metal arc discharge currents

o Negative metal arc discharges at stress thresholds below
_ . 1 kilovolt

i:

o Negative metal arc discharge characteristics

...... o Dependence of blowoff arc discharge current on spacecraft capacitance

__ to space (linear dimension)

_. o Damage to second surface mirrors due to negative metal arcs

Among the arc discharge parameters of interest are the relatively slow
risetimes on the order of i _s for approximately 200 cm2 sample sizes. A
quick-look analysis of the phenomenology of a negative metal discharge as
compared to that of a brushfire model developed for the opposite Stress
polarity, positive metal/negative dielectric, leads to many dissimilarities in
the physical situations. For example, field emission of electrons is possible
from a negative metal but not from a positive metal. The empirical data shows
that risetimes are too slow for purely electronic processes, and the detection
of an _onic component in the blowoff current indicates that many aspects of
the brushfire model may ye_ be applicable. The slow risetime as compared to
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._ discharges of the opposite polarity may have to do with the reduced breakdown--

_,_ voltage threshold rather than any fundamental difference in the on-going
-_, physiea_proeesses._

9"

_ A siEnlficant aspect of the blowoff current is that it increases in

,_ magnitude as the spacecraft capacitance to space, C1 in our test, increases
i:_:! Figure II shows the linear rise Of peak discharge current vs C I obtained In------
i,,.i,,_ oUr tests. Our test data also indicate that, unlike the prediction of the
__ brushfi_e theory for discharges of the Opposite polarity, the blowoff current

_ource is localized rather than moving over the surface at the head of the
brushfire wavefront. The cracking of second surface m_rrors, not observed
with the positive metal polarity, is a further indication of this aspect of
negative metal dlscharges.

i_,_ Much more work needs to be done in understanding the phenomenology of
negative metal/posltlve dielectrics discharges, and in characterizing the

_:_ various associated EMI parameters. For example, the dependence of discharge

i_.! characteristics on sample area, sample thickness and sample material have not
_ been determined, and a basic phenomenological model has not been developed

whichiscompietelyconsistentwithourphysic,1i tuitionandthe
% ,>j

i._. observational data. The authors acknowledge the skillful assistance of
_"::_ J.R. Valles _n obtaining the laboratory test data.
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TABLE 1. - CHARACTERISTICSOF INDIVIDUALSOLAR CEL_ SAMPLES. (SamplesI, 2,

9, and 10 are most nearlyflight-like.)

I ,_ ii __

KAP1ON
SAMPLE COVER GLASS INTERCONNECTS U_,EDA_
NUMBER MATERIAL USE0 INSULATION

1 FUSEDSILICA STANDARD YES
2 CERIA GLASS STANDARD YES
3 FUSED SILICA IN-PLANE YES
4 CERIA GLASS IN,PLANE YES
S FUSED SILICA NONE YES
6 CERIA GLASS NONE YES
7 FU_ED SILICA NONE NO

B CERIA GLASS NONE NO
.._ 9 FUSEDSILICA STANDARD YES ;

10 CERIA GLASS STANOARD YES

I

J

Z_ ,_

-, 1
i
i

TABLE 2. - SOLAR CELL TEST SUMMARY _

6

SAMPLE PHOTOEMISSION ENHANCED ELECTRON .:
NUMBER CURRENT (NA} ARCING EMISSION

1 4.0 YES YES
2 41 YES NO"
3 4,0 YES NO
4 3.4 YES NO
5 0.7 YES NO
6 0,042 YE_ NO
? 29.0 YES YES
8 20.6 YES NO"
9 3 6 YES NO"

tO 5.5 NO NO"

"WE HAVE OBSERVED E3 PREVIOUSLY FOR THIS CONFIGURATION, BUT NOT
THIS SAMPLE
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Figure I. - Strip chart record of voltage variation in time, for solar cell
sample. (This i11ustrates noisy voltage characteristic of enhanced electron

: emission.)
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, Figure4. - Differentialsurfacevoltagescorrespondingto figure3.
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Figure 5. - Correlation of occurrence of arc discharges in SCATHA P78-2 space-
craft with reduced sunlight intensity with entrance and exit for eclipse
(Coincides with peak in differential surface voltages from figure 4.).
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";:: (a) Substratevoltage: CI = I00 p.F; (b) Substrater.eplacementcurrent: I

_': voltagefrom -3 kV to ground in C]L= 100 pF; peak = 0,5 A; rise- i!:" 0.8 _sec. time = 0.4 usec; width = 1.5 _sec.
i
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(c) Substratevoltage: C_ = 0,I _F; (d) First grid blowoffcurrent: C =R = 50 a; risetime = usec; width = 100 pF; 1 usec to negative peak
• 20 usec, (electrons),

,/

, f% i _"__ ........ _P:....... , .................i i .i ....... #_i. i ..... i A * I ...... i. 1,1_i..11 .

........... "'""1 ""F _ ......._'..................... _""1 .... :_............ I...........

.! L" I , _ll _, F .......• i

• lil_ E

(e} First grid blowoffcurr_nt: CI = (f) Secondgrid blowoffcurrent: Shows
25 pF; 1 usec to positive peak (ions). ion collection; risetime =6 psec.

Figure I0, - Negativemetal arc dischargewaveforms,
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